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HARYANA REAI. ESTATE REGUTATORY AUTHORITY
GURUGRAM

EftqrurT +t-TiErEr frfrqrqo srBo-wr, {FTrq
New PWD Rest House, Civil Lines, Gurugram, Haryana

Proceeding-cum-Order
The above-mentioned matter was heard and disposed of vide order dated
13'07 '2022 wherein the Authority had directed the respondent to refund the
paid-up amount along with prescribed rate of interest @ 9.s0 o/o p.a.
The complainant has filed an application for rectification of order dated
02'08'2023 for correction in the figure of prescribed rate of interest and the
complainant is proposing following rectification as under,

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DAY

Day and Date Tuesday and 19.09.2023

Complaint No. MA No. 278/2023 in CR/9Q9/2021 pase
titled as Udit Sharma V /s pareena
Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd.

Complainant Udit Shalma

Represented through Complainant in person with Rakshit
Advocate

Respondent ilJ
M/s Pareena Infrastructure pvt. Ltd.

Respondent Represented Shri Rinku Yadav proxy counsel

Rectification applicationLast date of hearing

Proceeding Recorded by Naresh Kumari and HR Mehta

Matter sough to be
rectified

Direction of the
Authority as per order
dated 20.0L.2029

Changes proposed

Prescribed rate of interest
n order dated 13.07.Z0Zz

The respondent is
directed to refund the
entire amount of Rs.
43,72,773/- paid by the
complainants along with
prescribed rate of
interest (D 9.50% p.a. as
prescribed under rule
15 of the Haryana Real

Correct the final order
dated 13.07.2022
thereby correcting the
prescribed rate of
interest from 9.50o/o
p.a. to 9.70o/o p.a. in
Para 21(i) at page 13 of
detailed order dated
1,3.07.?022

An Authority cons
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20L7 from the date of
each payment till the
actual date of refund of
the deposited amount.
[Para ZL(i) atpage L3 of
dgtailed order dated
L3.07.20221
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The authority observes that as per website of the State Bank of India i.e.,https:/ hi.co.in, the marginar cost of rending rate (in short, MCLR) on13.07.2022 was 7.70o/o and cons
be'marginr, .r" or renainf *t.tT}fillt ,'ii;!^;s;s+bed 

rare or interesr wiu

Thus' the aforesaid error was inadvertent while preparing the detailed orderdated 1'3.07.2022 andthe aforesaid errors being typographicar apparent fromthe record and clerical in nature, the rectification in detailed order dated13'07 '2022 is allowed under section 39 read with section 3B(2J of the Act. Thisorder be read with and in continuation of au,rii.a order dated 13.07.2022.

Rectification apprication stands disposed of. Fire be consigned to registry. 
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